Oh My God Thats Rough! Five Rough Sex Erotica Stories

In this blisteringly hot collection of rough
sex erotica stories, youll find rough first
anal sex, rough public sex, rough orgies,
rough threesomes, and more! Its scorching
and its all just a click away. Warning: This
ebook contains explicit rough sex including
gangbang sex, group sex, first anal sex, and
more. Only mature adults who wont find
that offensive should read this collection. 1.
Nicole Doesnt Get Any Sleep: A Rough
and Reluctant FFM Threesome Sex Erotica
Story by Amy Dupont Nicole is supposed
to be up at six in the morning, but the
neighbors are partying like normal even
though its after midnight. Shes finally had
enough, so she marches to the dorm room
next to hers, bangs hard on the door, and
shouts for the jerks to quiet down. Shes
surprised but pleased that they listen, and
she feels good when she gets back in bed.
This young beauty is about to learn that she
ought to make sure her door is locked if
shes going to confront the neighbors. Oh
well, shell figure it out when she wakes up
with hands all over her and a cock shoving
into her mouth! 2. One More Time in the
Shower: An Explicit Erotica Story by
Angela Ward Brenda has already had a
very long night with one round of sex after
another, but shes not willing to let Alex
know hes worn her out. Even as sore and
oversensitive as she is, though, she cant
keep herself from reliving a bit of it in the
shower, and when she does, she gets
caught. That means one more round, and
the excruciating pleasure just might be too
much! 3. Orgy at the Music Festival: A
Tender Tale of Higher Learning and Group
Sex by Nycole Folk I was ready to transfer
from my junior college to a university to
finish up my bachelors degree. I had
straight As and almost perfect test scores,
so I could pretty much go wherever I
wanted. I visited several colleges, and
when I came to Holly Cross Mountain
University to tour, the summer session was
in full swing. And when I say swing, I
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mean it, because thats what happens at all
their Music Festivals, uninhibited sex like
youve never seen! 4. Tabithas Fantasy: A
Rough First Anal Sex FFM Threesome
Story by Sarah Blitz Tabitha and I are best
friends, and even a decade after college, we
share everything. When she tells me she
wants to have a threesome, I volunteer
right away. Shes hesitant, but we decide to
see if just the two of us will make things
weird. Im right in the middle of my first
lesbian sex when her husband shows up,
and boy is he pissed! This threesome will
be rough, very rough, and Im even going to
have my first anal sex experience, and
Daniel is going to make it brutal! 5. The
Men in the Warehouse Want My Ass! A
First Anal Sex with Stranger Erotica Story
by Connie Hastings It was like something
out of a movie! Kiley is silly one evening
and takes a shortcut through an abandoned
warehouse.
Only
theres
no
chainsaw-wielding maniac there.
No
monster wearing a scary mask is ready to
jump out at her.
Theres something,
though; two men who catch up to her in the
darknessand Kiley is about to have a very
rough first anal sex experience with
bondage and more!
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next to her. that, he almost left without introducing himself, but then figured, Oh what the hell. Hard enough to push
him out of me but Im on top so I use my bodyweight to keep him in. Over and over I repeat this cycle, I cum five times
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